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Political intrigue continues as Maika is drawn deeper into the mysteries of the Dusk and Dawn Courts.
From superstar writer and artist SKOTTIE YOUNG (Rocket Raccoon, Wizard of Oz, Fortunately, The Milk), comes the first volume
of an allnew series of adventure and mayhem. An Adventure Time/Alice in Wonderland-style epic that smashes its cute little face
against grown-up Tank Girl/ Deadpool-esque violent madness. Follow Gert, a forty-year-old woman in a sixyear- oldÍs body, who
has been stuck in the magical world of Fairyland for nearly thirty years. Join her and her giant battleaxe on a delightfully
bloodsoaked journey to see who will survive the girl who HATES FAIRYLAND. Collects I HATE FAIRYLAND #1-5.
2017 British Fantasy Award, Best Comic/Graphic Novel 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Writer 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best
Painter/Multimedia Artist 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Continuing Series 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Publication for Teens
2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Cover Artist 2018 Harvey Award winner, Book of the Year 2018 Hugo Award winner, Best
Graphic Story 2018 Hugo Award Winner, Best Professional Artist 2018 British Fantasy Award winner, Best Comic/Graphic Novel
2018, 2016, 2015 Entertainment Weekly's The Best Comic Books of the Year" 2018, Newsweek's Best Comic Books of the Year
2018, The Washington Post's 10 Best Graphic Novels of the Year 2018, Barnes & Noble's Best Books of the Year 2018, YALSA's
Great Graphic Novels for Teens 2018, Thrillist's Best Comics & Graphic Novels of the Year 2018, Powell's Best Science-Fiction,
Fantasy, Horror, and Graphic Novels of the Year 2019, Hugo Award nominee Maika and Corvin make their way through a warped
and lethal land in search of Kippa, who is faced with her own terrible monsters. But when Maika comes face-to-face with a
stranger from her deep past, startling truths are uncovered, and at the center of it all lurks a dangerous conspiracy that threatens
the Known World. Maika is finally close to getting all the answers she ever wanted, but at what price? With war on the horizon-a
war no one wants to stop-whose side will Maika choose? Collects MONSTRESS #19-24.
The deadly super-spy from IRON MAN 2, INVINCIBLE IRON MAN and CAPTAIN AMERICA in her own action-packed tale!
Natasha Romanoff is not a super hero. And yet as the Black Widow, she manages to hold her own against a world of incredibly
powerful enemies and allies. But now someone has tried to kill Natasha and almost succeeded. Now she sets out to find her
attacker with no suspects and no leads. Who could be deadly enough to get the drop on Natasha? COLLECTING: Black Widow
#1-5, Enter the Heroic Age (8 pg story)
Can Maika survive her own power and what will she unleash upon the world?
The official novelization of the summer blockbuster Godzilla: King of the Monsters, the latest film in the MonsterVerseTM
franchise, starring Kyle Chandler, Vera Farmiga, Millie Bobby Brown, with Ken Watanabe and Ziyi Zhang. Godzilla: King of the
Monsters follows the heroic efforts of the cryptozoological agency Monarch as its members face off against a battery of god-sized
monsters, including the mighty Godzilla, who collides with Mothra, Rodan, and its ultimate nemesis, the three-headed King
Ghidorah. When these ancient super-species--thought to be mere myths--rise again, they all vie for supremacy, leaving humanity's
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very existence hanging in the balance.
In a battle between wolves, who will win?
Maika has spent most of her life learning howto fight, but how will she fare when the only way to save her life...is to makefriends?
Collects issues 13-18 ofthe Hugo Award and British Fantasy Award series.
“I didn’t just like this book, I LOVED this book. Anyone who loves my work should love it too” —New York Times bestselling author Christine
Feehan “If you have yet to add Liu to your must-read list, you’re doing yourself a disservice.” —Booklist The first exciting Dirk & Steele novel
by the incomparable Marjorie M. Liu, Tiger Eye is a breathtaking masterwork of paranormal romance—a stunningly original tale of magic,
sensuality, desire, and danger, featuring a hero who is the answer to every romance lover’s fantasy. Tiger Eye is the book that started it all,
ushering readers into the Dirk & Steele world of shapeshifters, psychics, and extraordinary beings, showcasing one of the most inventive
talents currently working the shadowland where passion and the amazing intertwine.
2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Writer 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Painter/Multimedia Artist 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Continuing
Series 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Publication for Teens 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Cover Artist 2018 Harvey Award winner, Book
of the Year 2018 Hugo Award winner, Best Graphic Story 2018 British Fantasy Award winner, Best Comic/Graphic Novel 2018, 2016, 2015
Entertainment Weekly's The Best Comic Books of the Year 2018, Newsweek's Best Comic Books of the Year 2018, The Washington Post's
10 Best Graphic Novels of the Year 2018, Barnes & Noble's Best Books of the Year 2018, YALSA's Great Graphic Novels for Teens 2018,
Thrillist's Best Comics & Graphic Novels of the Year 2018, Powell's Best Science-Fiction, Fantasy, Horror, and Graphic Novels of the Year
The richly imagined world of MONSTRESS is an alternate matriarchal 1900s Asia, with an art deco-infused steampunk aesthetic that's
brimming with arcane dangers. Within it, a teenage girl struggles to overcome the trauma of war, a task that's made all the more difficult by
her mysterious psychic link to an eldritch monster of tremendous power--a connection that will transform them both, and place them in the
crosshairs of both human and otherworldly powers. Creator/writer Marjorie Liu (who made history as the first woman to win an Eisner Award
for Best Writer) and creator/artist Sana Takeda present a deluxe, oversized hardcover edition of their beloved breakout comic in
MONSTRESS BOOK ONE. Collecting the first 18 issues of the New York Times bestselling series, this massive edition features a striking
new cover, as well as special extras, including never-before-seen sketches, script pages, and more for over 500 pages of award-winning
content.
Monstress Book OneImage Comics
Bridging the gap between the fifth and sixth arc (which resumes in January 2021), MONSTRESS returns with TALK-STORIES, a two-part
limited series that invites you to eat dumplings beside the fire and listen as Kippa recounts a defining moment from her childhood.
An epistolary novel of historical fiction that imagines the life of Katharine Wright and her relationship with her famous brothers, Wilbur and
Orville Wright. On December 17, 1903, Orville and Wilbur Wright flew the world’s first airplane at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, establishing the
Wright Brothers as world-renowned pioneers of flight. Known to far fewer people was their whip-smart and well-educated sister Katharine, a
suffragette and early feminist. After Wilbur passed away, Katharine lived with and took care of her increasingly reclusive brother Orville, who
often turned to his more confident and supportive sister to help him through fame and fortune. But when Katharine became engaged to their
mutual friend, Harry Haskell, Orville felt abandoned and betrayed. He smashed a pitcher of flowers against a wall and refused to attend the
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wedding or speak to Katharine or Harry. As the years went on, the siblings grew further and further apart. In The Wright Sister, Patty Dann
wonderfully imagines the blossoming of Katharine, revealed in her “Marriage Diary”—in which she emerges as a frank, vibrant, intellectually
and socially engaged, sexually active woman coming into her own—and her one-sided correspondence with her estranged brother as she
hopes to repair their fractured relationship. Even though she pictures “Orv” throwing her letters away, Katharine cannot contain her joie de
vivre, her love of married life, her strong advocacy of the suffragette cause, or her abiding affection for her stubborn sibling as she fondly
recalls their shared life. An inspiring and poignant chronicle of feminism, family, and forgiveness, The Wright Sister is an unforgettable portrait
of a woman, a sister of inventors, who found a way to reinvent herself.
Buffy Summers—the Slayer, the Chosen One meant to save the world from the literal evil forces of hell—must save her friend Xander before he
dies...and returns as a vampire. As Giles and Willow each take drastic measures to find a cure, Buffy faces off against a new enemy. Eisner
Award-nominated writer Jordie Bellaire (Redlands) and artist David López (Captain Marvel) present the next chapter of the fearless pop
culture reimagining that generated headlines worldwide. Collects Buffy the Vampire Slayer #5-8.
Hugo Award-winning MONSTRESS returns with a new arc and an oversized issue! Maika has spent most of her life learning how to fight, but
how will she fare when the only way to save her lifeÉis to make friends?
Collects X-23 (2010) #10-16. X-23 thought she had walked away from her past, but after her brutal discoveries in Madripoor, she realizes
there are some crimes--of the heart and body--that cannot be so easily forgotten. But as memories begin to spin her out of control, an old
mentor and maybe a new enemy come back into her life: Wolverine...and the vampire, Jubilee. Then, when X-23's kill-list is resurrected, she
may now be forced to take the lives of the people she once spared. But with a vampire as her uneasy ally, is restraint even an option? Plus: a
seemingly unstoppable cosmic force is tearing apart New York, and targeting X-23 and the Future Foundation's Sue Richards and SpiderMan. What strange connection do these three heroes share, and is it the key to saving the city and the world--or will it get them killed?
When the bond Maxine Kiss shares with the demons tattooed on her skin is deliberately severed, the demon hunter is left vulnerable and
unprotected. For the first time in ten thousand years, the demons have a taste of freedom. And as the little demons grow more violent and
unpredictable, Maxine starts to fear they will lose their minds without her. Reuniting won't be easy, since a greater temptation waits for these
hellions: a chance to return to their lives as Reaper Kings, and unleash hell on Earth.
Who will win this crucial first battle between the Federation and Arcanics? And whose side is Maika on, anyway?
Maika must put aside personal betrayals and private revelations to defend the walled Arcanic city of Ravenna, the first major target of the
Federation of Man. As the battle heats up, Maika and her friends each face difficult decision, forced to choose justice or mercy, security or
freedom, family or society - and live with the consequences
Reunited with family and old friends turned enemies will Maika still choose to stand alone or join the wolves?
Set in an alternate matriarchal 1900's Asia, in a richly imagined world of art deco-inflected steampunk, MONSTRESS tells the story of a
teenage girl who is struggling to survive the trauma of war, and who shares a mysterious psychic link with a monster of tremendous power, a
connection that will transform them both. Entertainment Weekly praised MONSTRESS as one of "Image Comics" most imaginative and
daring new series and dubbed it the "Best New Original Series" in their year-end ñBest Comics of 2015î list. Collects MONSTRESS #1-6
Kate Leth and Megan Levens team up for a magical new series! Spell on Wheels! Three young witches head out on an east coast road trip to
retrieve their stolen belongings and track down the mysterious thief before he can do any damage to--or with--their possessions. This trade
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paperback collects the first 5 issues of Spell on Wheels.
With war on the horizon a war no one wants to stop whose side will Maika choose? That of her friends, or her family?
On the battlefield, Maika confronts the ghosts of Constantine and Kippa tries to make amends.
A teenage girl struggles to overcome the trauma of war in an alternate, matriarchal 1900s Asia that's brimming with arcane dangers. This task
is made all the more difficult by her mysterious psychic link to an eldritch monster of tremendous power a connection that will transform them
both, and place them in the crosshairs of both human and otherworldly powers. Creator/writer MARJORIE LIU (who made history as the first
woman to win an Eisner Award for Best Writer) and creator/artist SANA TAKEDA present a deluxe, oversized hardcover edition of their
beloved breakout comic in MONSTRESS, BOOK ONE. This massive edition features a striking new cover and includes never-before-seen
sketches, script pages, and more for over 500 pages of award-winning content. Collects MONSTRESS #1-18
In a border city about to be invaded by Federation troops, Maika finally begins to accept who she must become to survive no matter the cost.
The Eisner-nominated MONSTRESS is back! Maika, Kippa, and Ren journey to Thyria in search of answers to her past...and discover a
terrible new threat. Collects MONSTRESS #7-12.
Maika takes control of the city's forces on the eve of battle with the Federation
Even animals have Christmas wish lists in this novelty book with pull-tab flaps that reveal woodland creatures’ letters to Santa! I’m a sweet
and fluffy deer, and I’ve been extra nice this year. Can I have some twinkling lights? I’m not Rudolph but I’ll still shine bright! Featuring
adorable animals like deer, mice, and even a sweet skunk (who just wants some perfume!), this novelty book is perfect for Christmas!
The start of a new arc! Maika always knew that her decision to involve herself in the battle of Ravenna would have repercussions, and now
she begins to pay the price. War isn't the only thing she has to fearÑthe political intrigue of the Dusk and Dawn Courts might be far more
dangerous.
War has engulfed the Known World, and Maika Halfwolf is at its epicenter. As she and her friends grapple with the consequences of their
actions, long-buried secrets and long-awaited reunions threaten to change everything. Join MARJORIE LIU and SANA TAKEDA in the
newest volume of this Eisner, Hugo, Harvey, and British Fantasy Award-winning series. Plus, learn about the happier childhood days of Kippa
and Maika in MONSTRESS: TALK-STORIES 1 and 2! Collects MONSTRESS: TALK-STORIES #1-2 and MONSTRESS #31-35
Astonishing X-Men and Black Widow writer MARJORIE LIU returns to comics with artist SANA TAKEDA (X-23) for an all-new ONGOING
SERIES! Steampunk meets Kaiju in this original fantasy epic for mature readers, as young Maika risks everything to control her psychic link
with a monster of tremendous power, placing her in the center of a devastating war between human and otherworldly forces. The adventure
begins in a spectacular TRIPLE-SIZED FIRST ISSUE, with SIXTY-SIX pages of story and no ads.

Old blood feuds rise up from the past to haunt the ruling family of Karsgate Keep. Young Lady Elena must defy convention and
assume her father's role, facing forces that threaten Akhara from outside its borders and worse yet from within. Collects FROM
UNDER MOUNTAINS #1-6.
Trapped in a burning city under siege, Kippa must survive against all the odds.
Eisner-nominated MONSTRESS is back! Maika, Kippa, and Ren journey to Thyria in search of answers to her past and discover a
new, terrible, threat.
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First in a stunning new urban fantasy series from an author who “NEVER CEASES TO AMAZE.” (BOOKLIST, STARRED
REVIEW) Demon hunter Maxine Kiss wears her armor as tattoos, which unwind from her body to take on forms of their own at
night. They stand between her and her enemies, just as Maxine stands between humanity and the demons breaking out from
behind the prison veils. It is a life lacking in love, reveling in death, until one moment—and one man— changes everything.
Maika confronts the ghost of an evil thought long dead and discovers crucial answers to her past
The next volume in the best-selling Eisner, Hugo,Harvey & British Fantasy Award winning series by MARJORIE LIU and
SANATAKEDA! The long-dreaded war between theFederation and Arcanics is about to explode. Maika must choose her next
steps:will she help her friends, or strike out on her own? CollectsMONSTRESS issues #25-30
Every ninety years, twelve gods incarnate as humans. They are loved. They are hated. In two years, they are dead. The team
behind critical tongue-attractors like Young Avengers and PHONOGRAM reunite to create a world where gods are the ultimate
pop stars and pop stars are the ultimate gods. But remember: just because you're immortal, doesn't mean you're going to live
forever. Collects THE WICKED + THE DIVINE #1-5.
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